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Preparing you for  
CFA® Program success 

The journey to CFA Program success is demanding. It takes a 
whole new level of discipline and drive and we are here to make 
sure you get there. As a global CFA Program Prep. Provider, 
BPP Professional Education has been preparing CFA Program 
candidates for over 20 years. We’re here to make sure you are 
fully prepared for exam success. 

With us behind you, you will get support, motivation, a structured study plan, practice questions and study 
methods to suit your learning style.  Plus, our expert tutors have all studied and passed the CFA Program exam 
they teach.

98%O of students who study with BPP would recommend us to others – a strong indication that our approach 
isn’t just more engaging, it’s more successful too.

The experience of the tutors was 
invaluable in helping to instil a 
sensible and efficient learning 
process – it undoubtedly helped 
me through Level II.

Henry Smith, BPP Level II  
CFA Program Prep. student

The BPP tutors had all received their CFA 
Program qualification and were really good 
at teaching, creating examples and helping 
us understand the curriculum in detail.

Jose Pablo, BPP Level II and Level III  
CFA Program Prep. student
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Introducing  
BPP Momentum
BPP Momentum is our unique approach to learning that has been 
designed to support you in your drive for CFA Program success, 
with a structure that is as robust as the curriculum itself. At its 
heart is the Achievement Ladder, a series of steps that help you 
gain momentum at a steady rate, tracking your progress and 
giving the right level of support. 

Comprehensive online learning activities and resources 
Access tutor led recordings, practice questions and answers at any time.

Extensive question bank and daily questions 
Our question bank contains over 3000 questions and answers, plus receive daily questions by email 
to test your knowledge.

Webinars and Focus Sessions 
These cover specific problems including technical areas, Achievement Ladder steps and key  
exam-related topics. 

Lifetime Pass Assurance*

We are so confident in our new approach that if you book our Intensive course (Taught course + 
Revision course) you can benefit from our Lifetime Pass Assurance* meaning if you are unsuccessful 
in your exams you can come back as many times as you need.

Free online Professional Development Courses**

We are committed to creating rounded and commercial investment professionals. Book an Intensive 
course and gain access to a range of FREE online courses in Leadership, Management, Business 
Skills and Financial Awareness. These courses will teach you valuable skills to set you apart. 

BPP Momentum prepares you for success
A range of study methods
Choose a way to study that suits you and your learning style, including Online Classroom,  
Online Classroom Live and In Centre Classroom. 

A structured learning plan with an Achievement Ladder
A series of steps that allows you to track your progress, identify your strengths and weaknesses  
and improve your performance.

Expert tutors 
Our experienced tutors have all studied and passed the CFA Program exams they teach and 
have worked in industry. They will guide and support you, answering queries and giving personal 
feedback. They have one aim – for you to pass first time. 

Programme Advisors^ 

Online Classroom students will have a Programme Advisor to help you stay on track and direct  
you to the relevant areas of support if you miss a step on the Achievement Ladder.

BPP CFA Program Study Materials 
Streamline your studies with exam focussed study materials that are designed to wraparound  
CFA Institute curriculum - you won’t need any other study texts.

Delivered by professionals for professionals, BPP Momentum monitors your development and helps you to 
identify your strengths and highlight your weaknesses, offering expert guidance where and when you need 
it most. Structured and scheduled, you’ll have access to all the tools and advice you need to retain the right 
knowledge and get the right results.



 Course options across all levels
Intensive Courses:
We have combined both Taught and Revision courses into a single programme called our Intensive course to 
ensure you are exam ready. This is a fully structured learning plan leading up to the CFA Program exam. 

Courses focus on efficient coverage of knowledge which is exactly aligned with the curriculum and 
development of exam skills and technique to maximise exam performance. Our courses include over 3000 
questions per level and helps to ensure complete mastery of the CFA Program exam curriculum. You will also 
qualify for our Lifetime Pass Assurance* and free Professional Development** courses.

Taught Courses: 
For Online Classroom Live and In Centre Classroom courses you can choose to study our Taught course only. 
BPP Momentum is at the heart of these courses and you will receive access to the Achievement Ladder, 
expert BPP tuition and BPP study materials. 

Revision Courses: 
For Online Classroom Live and In Centre Classroom courses you can choose to study our Revision course 
only. Designed for the final weeks leading up to the exams, this is a summary of key syllabus areas. It is 
heavily question based to help you to focus on skills and techniques to understand what the examiner is 
asking for and to deal effectively with both the morning and afternoon exam sessions. 

 In Centre Classroom
In Centre Classroom is ideal for studying at a steady pace with specific study times 
at a particular location. Our expert tutors bring passion, enthusiasm and industry 
experience to the classroom making sessions highly engaging and motivational. 
Throughout your studies you will be supported by your tutor and you can make 
contact whenever you need advice. In addition, you will also have access to a 
library of online content with a comprehensive suite of online lectures.

  Online Classroom Live
Our award-winning Online Classroom Live lets you study wherever you have 
internet access, and is ideal if you like the discipline and motivation of a structured 
and timetabled course and can commit to scheduled sessions. The live and 
engaging, interactive webinars delivered by one of our expert tutors are all 
recorded, so you can watch any you miss. There is also a library of online content 
which includes a comprehensive suite of online lectures.

 Online Classroom
 Online Classroom gives you the flexibility of studying whenever and wherever you 
want, combined with the support of a dedicated tutor. All programmes have a start 
date and study guidance to provide structure, but you set the pace. You will also have 
access to the library of online content including a comprehensive suite of lectures 
recorded by BPP experts so you have access to BPP tutor explanations whenever you 
need them, plus forums so you can interact with your tutor and fellow students.

BPP CFA® Program  
Prep. Courses 

Flexible study options to work around you
BPP Momentum is our unique approach to learning that increases your chances of success. When 
it comes to studying for your CFA® Program exams, we believe that support and motivation make a 
significant difference. Whichever level you are at, whatever study mode you choose, you will be able 
to track your progress identifying your strengths and weaknesses, allowing you to progress through 
the qualification and achieve your goals.

At BPP you can mix and 
match your study modes, 
it’s very flexible and really 
helped me pass the exams.

David Donnelly,  
BPP Alumni

For more information including our course start dates and prices visit bpp.com/cfa



All our study materials are included with BPP CFA Program Intensive and Taught courses, or you can 
purchase the study materials individually. 

A range of study materials 
Study Session Maps: a diagrammatic syllabus guide that condenses each study session into visual 
summaries to help keep you focused on essential areas. An ideal revision tool.

Half Way There Mock Exam: tests your understanding and knowledge of curriculum topics approximately 
half-way through your studies.

Essential Formulas: a comprehensive listing of the essential formulas you must learn for the exam in  
one place.

Study Guide: a useful summary of each reading that highlights which questions in the official curriculum 
you should attempt.

Passcards: an A6 sized spiral bound revision tool that provides a visual summary of each reading 
assignment to help you memorise information and consolidate your learning.

Question Bank: contains over 1500 questions with full explanatory answers organised by reading 
assignment to cover all of the Learning Outcome Statements. 

Practice Exams: 3 full 6 hour exam paper questions to identify areas of weakness and refocus revision 
efforts for exam success. We provide full answer explanations to consolidate knowledge and develop  
exam technique.

For more details visit bpp.com/cfa

BPP CFA® Program  
Study Materials

BPP has been publishing CFA Program exam preparation study 
materials for over 20 years. Designed to help you practice, 
revise and pass your CFA Program exams, BPP Learning Media’s 
study materials guide you through the CFA Program curriculum 
effectively and efficiently by focussing on the most essential areas 
and motivating you throughout your study.

I couldn’t have done it without BPP’s 
consolidated learning material; it stripped 
out the overlap and condensed the material 
down into manageable bite sized chunks.

BPP Level I CFA Program Prep. student 



Call +44 (0) 3331 225 773
Visit bpp.com/cfa 
CFA Institute does not endorse, promote, or warrant the accuracy or quality of the products or services covered by BPP Professional Education 
or BPP Learning Media. CFA Institute, CFA® and Chartered Financial Analyst® are trademarks owned by CFA Institute. BPPDE-01726

^ Programme Advisors are provided for Online Classroom study mode only.  *Full terms and conditions apply see www.bpp.com/professional-education/
terms/lifetime-pass-assurance. The new Lifetime Pass Assurance Scheme cannot be used in conjunction with any other offer or promotion run by any BPP 
group company. No cash alternative available. **Full terms and conditions apply www.bpp.com/terms/l/professional-development-courses. To qualify for 
ten Professional Development with BPP Professional Education Limited (“BPP PE”) free of charge, a BPP CFA Program Intensive course (Taught + Revision 
course) must be booked.  Only certain online Professional Development Courses apply. °98% of 60 BPP Level III CFA Program Prep. students surveyed in 
June 2014 would recommend BPP to friends and colleagues.


